
Math 155. Calculus for Biological Scientists Spring, 2018 , January 29th and 30th, 2017
Section 1.5: Discrete Dynamical Systems

Today’s examples taken from book, section 1.5. Please read book for additional help understand-
ing the concepts. This is probably a brand new idea for you and I expect understanding it to take
2-3 hours outside of class for each hour in class.

Discrete Time Dynamical System

A discrete-time dynamical system describes the relation between a quantity measured at the
beginning and end of an experiment or a time interval.

mt represents the value of a measurement at time t. The letter t is often interpreted as the time
at beginning of experiment.

Define mt+1

Define mt+2

Define mt−1

Example 1 The heights of several trees are measured in one year and again the next year. The
measured heights (in meters) are found in the table.

Tree Initial Height(meters) Final Height After 1 year
1 23.1 24.1
2 18.7 19.7
3 20.6 21.6
4 16.0 17.0
5 32.5 33.5
6 19.8 21.8

a) What do you notice about the changes in each individual tree’s height from the beginning
to end of experiment?

b) Using an approximation for the change in the tree’s height, write an updating function that
expresses a tree’s height at end of experiment as an updating function of the tree’s height at the
beginning of the experiment.



c) Graph the updating function with ht on the horizontal axis and ht+1 on the vertical axis.
These axis labels are not what you are used to! Think hard about it!

d) Suppose the trees keep growing according to the updating function. Make a table showing
how a particular tree’s height changes over five years Let the tree’s initial height be 18.7 meters.
The updating function tables are DIFFERENT than function tables you are used to!

e) Suppose the trees keep growing according to the updating function. Make a table showing
how a particular tree’s height changes over 5 years Let the tree’s initial height be 15.2 meters.

f) Suppose the same type of tree has a starting height of 24.5 meters. How tall do you think it
will be after one year?



Updating Function A function that relates the value of a measurement at the beginning of a
time step to the value at the end of a time step.

Initial Condition The initial value of a measurement of a biological quantity at the beginning of
experiment or observations.

Solution Function A function that relates the measurement of a biological quantity with the
time that has passed since beginning of experiment.

We can express the relationship between the initial and end measurement using function nota-
tion.
mt+1 = f(mt)

The letter f is the name of the relationship between one measurement and the next. f is not
a quantity-it is a name.

Dr. Byerley’s height is a quantity, because we can measure it. Her name is not a quantity,
because we can not measure it using standard measurement units like feet, cubic feet, pounds, etc.

Example 2 Several bacterial cultures with different initial population sizes are grown in con-
trolled conditions for one hour and then carefully recounted. Table gives population in millions of
bacteria.

a) What patterns do you notice in the table?

b) Write an updating function that expresses the population size of bacteria at the end of the
experiment as a function of the size of bacteria at beginning of experiment.



c) Graph the updating function. Use bt on the horizontal axis and bt+1 on vertical axis.

d) What does a point on the graph mean?

e) Suppose the bacteria keeps growing based on the same updating function. Does the bacteria
grow at a constant rate of change with respect to time? Explain

f) Find a solution function for this discrete dynamical system. If bacteria in a particular dish
starts at bt = 3 million bacteria, how does the mass grow as a function of time? Graph the solution
function.



Example 3 A population of bacteria triples every hour, but 1.2 million bacteria are removed
after reproduction each hour to be converted into valuable biological by-products. (Let bt equal
the number of bacteria at hour t, measured in millions.)

a) Write a discrete-time dynamical system that describes the situation.

b) Graph the updating function.

c) Is there a simple solution function for this updating function?



Try to find a solution function for each Discrete time dynamical system given initial conditions
for cell volume as 1860 parasitoids and fish mass as 17.3 grams.


